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Experimental analysis and design considerations of virtual environments
creation
S.F. El-Hakim*, G. Roth, and J.-A. Beraldin
Institute for Information Technology, National Research Council,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A 0R6
ABSTRACT
Selecting the appropriate 3-D capture and modeling technologies to create the contents of a virtual environment (VE) remains
a challenging task. One of the objectives of the environment-modeling project in our laboratory is to develop a design
strategy for selecting the optimum sensor technology and its configuration to meet the requirements for virtual environment
applications. This will be based on experimental evaluation of all performance aspects of several systems for creating virtual
environments. The main problems include: practical sensor calibration, the registration of images particularly in large sites in
the absence of GPS and control points, the complete and accurate coverage of all details, and maintaining realistic-look at
real-time rate. This paper focuses on the evaluation of the performance of some approaches to virtual environment creation
using specifically designed laboratory experimentation. By understanding the potentials and limitations of each method, we
are able to select the optimum one for a given application.
Keywords: Virtual Environments, VE, 3D, Data Capture, Geometric Modeling, Calibration, Registration, Range sensors,
Photogrammetry, Accuracy, Evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is an increased demand for models of objects and sites for virtual environment (VE) applications1, such as virtual
museums, historical sites documentation, mapping of hazardous sites and underground tunnels (mine automation), and asbuilt modeling of industrial and power plants for design verification and modification. Except for image-based rendering
(IBR) methods2 which do not need a geometric model, there are several procedure steps to generate the VE model:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Data collection to cover all necessary details.
Generation of 3D points or images.
Registration of all points or images in one coordinate system.
Creating an efficient geometric model, usually at various resolutions for level-of-detail (LOD) hierarchy.
Placing texture maps on the geometric model for realistic look.
Rendering at acceptable speed.

The main problems include: the practical and precise sensor calibration, the registration of images particularly in large indoor
sites in the absence of external positioning tools such as global positioning systems (GPS) or control points, the complete and
accurate coverage of all details, and maintaining realism during real-time display. What makes environment or site modeling
more difficult than object modeling is the size and complexity. Furthermore, the site is often without closure, i.e. one or more
of its ends is open and the first and last images do not overlap. This makes the registration based only on the overlapping 3D
data more difficult and less accurate. Another problem is that a complete coverage of all details will require a large number of
images often from different type of sensors, which requires that the data be integrated properly.
Applications requiring reality-based 3D model that is accurate and realistic looking vary significantly in their requirements.
Industrial design and documentation, training, and operations in hazardous environments usually require higher geometric
accuracy than marketing or visualization applications. Given the application requirements, selecting and implementing the
most efficient method for data collection and modeling is not obvious. Several methods and a variety of sensors exist. They
vary significantly in the ability to capture details, cost, accuracy, speed, and ease of use. Selecting the most suitable and
efficient method, along with its configuration is not easy because:
*
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•

•

For some of the paradigms, actual capabilities and limitations are not known, neither are the effects of the many possible
configuration parameters. Most published VE modeling experiments do not report such information as the accuracy and
the amount of effort actually needed. Examples of reported accuracy or error analysis can be found in only limited
number of publications3,4,5,16,26,39.
Application requirements, such as accuracy and level of geometric details, are not really known for many applications.
Some applications, such as as-built documentation require 1-2 cm accuracy3 however, most other applications do not
specify a definite figure. In most cases however, modeling of complex and large environments is a compromise between
what is feasible with today’s technology and what the user considers acceptable. The question is what is an acceptable
geometric accuracy? For visualization and most VE applications, the main issue is whether the human observer can
detect the reconstruction errors. Local errors, such as ripples or dents in a planner surface, even if they were small, are
noticeable and thus not acceptable. On the other hand, much larger systematic errors, such as wrong dimensions or two
walls with an angle of, for example, 93 degrees instead of 90 degrees, are not visually detectable.

In order to achieve our objective of developing some guidelines for selecting the best approach for a given set of
requirements, an experimental analysis of the different methods and sensors is required. Specifically we need to:
•
•
•
•

Collect enough data to be able to apply selected methods at various configurations.
Produce the most accurate and photo-realistic model from each method.
Compare all methods objectively for each evaluation category.
Produce a guideline for design strategy for environment modeling.

The results presented here focus on model-based methods and the geometric fidelity of the model. The use of texture
mapping to achieve realism has been dealt with in an earlier paper5.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the second section, a background of selected methods for environment
modeling is presented. In the third section we describe the sensors and systems used for the data collection in our
experiments. Section four describes the algorithms and software tools for processing the data, along with the registration, and
model creation. The results of experiments performed on a specially designed test site are outlined in section five. The
discussion and analysis of the results, in addition to an attempt to provide some recommendations for environment modeling,
is given in the sixth section.

2. BACKGROUND OF SELECTED PARADIGMS FOR VE CREATION
A number of paradigms have been developed for acquiring and processing the data from a real scene to create virtual
environments. By understanding the potential and limitations of each method, we will be able to select the appropriate one for
given application requirements. However, unlike object modeling, which is more established and enjoys the availability of
suitable sensors and techniques, site or environment modeling remains rather experimental. With all methods approximating
the geometry, or trading off between accuracy, complexity and cost, finding a standard approach or procedure remains
elusive. The methods vary from a fast, inexpensive, and fully automatic image-based rending (IBR) to a computationally
challenging, costly, time consuming, and labor intensive, albeit geometrically accurate, multi-sensor approach. Several
methods fill the gap between these two extremes. Most are at an early stage of development and are confined to research
laboratories or designed to model a specific type of site. Nevertheless, we may classify the methods as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Methods using range-sensor plus texture images.
Methods using overlapped 2D images to generate 3D points.
Image-based rendering methods.
Any combination of the above methods

In addition, each method has its own configuration parameters and various implementation alternatives. The modeling
method is also intimately related to the 3D coordinate extraction technique. Surface reconstruction methods can be divided
into those requiring a priori known structure of the data (such as points are organized in an image, slices or contours) and
those that rely only on the data (unstructured or unorganized points). The methods vary significantly in the geometric level of

details, geometric accuracy, generated data size, cost, speed, and automation or ease of use. A short overview of these
methods is given next.
2.1 Range Sensors
Range sensors can generate complete data of visible surfaces that are rather featureless to the human eye or a video camera.
Furthermore, they do not require operator-assisted algorithms to generate the 3D coordinates. The disadvantages are that
unreliable results may take place on highly reflective surfaces and where sharp range discontinuities exist6,14. Finally, these
3D active range sensors are usually configured for a specific volume of measurement or range and are not re-configurable.
2.1.1 Triangulation-based sensors
For applications requiring less than 10-meter range, short and medium range sensors, which are usually based on structured
light and triangulation, are often employed. Short range sensors7, 8, 9 are designed for mainly small objects placed at less than
0.5 m, while medium range8, 9 can cover ranges from 0.5 m to 2 m depending on the configuration. They have been used
successfully in model creation applied to cultural heritage and space10,11. For ranges between 2 m and 10 m, there are a
limited number of triangulation-based sensors available. However, some systems have been built with baselines in excess of
1000 mm to cover distances up to 100 m. A sensor with such a baseline was not considered in our design for lack of
compactness. For example, a more compact sensor known as the Random Access Camera (RAC) is based on the autosynchronized scanning12 and has a baseline of only 90-mm. It can cover ranges from 0.5m to 10 m. Expected accuracy at the
closest range is 0.03 mm but it is about 20 mm at the 10-m range13. A short-range sensor will require a much higher number
of 3D images; thus the high accuracy of the individual images may be offset by larger error propagation due to registration.
Medium range sensors require a lower number of images but the main disadvantage is that the accuracy deteriorates rapidly
at longer ranges as expected with triangulation-based sensors.
2.1.2 Time of flight – time delay methods
Long-range sensors, which are capable of covering a large volume of the scene in a single image or perhaps a few images at
ranges exceeding 10 meters, are usually based on the time-of-flight (TOF) technology. Data from this type of range sensor
scanners, plus texture, has been used for creating VR model of the interior of large structures15,16,17. Although the large
volume coverage is very convenient, since the whole scene can be covered with a small number of 3D images, the accuracy is
usually in the 10-100 mm range18. These scanners also tend to be more costly than shorter-range sensors. For a given site, the
choice is now between using a long range sensor that produces less accurate data but with less registration error, or a short to
medium-range sensor that produce more accurate data but requires larger number of images resulting in greater registration
error.
2.2. Photogrammetry
Using only overlapped 2D images, from digital still cameras, video cameras, or scanned photographs, along with some CAD
information has been demonstrated in a number of practical applications3,4,19,20. The accuracy is usually higher than range
sensors. However, only feature points can be obtained, which produces an unorganized set of sparse points. With the help of a
CAD model, interactive editing of the resulting model, and adding texture maps, this approach can be effective particularly
for architecture and uncluttered environments. The number of 3D points can be increased, to add more geometric details, as
needed. However, this can be tedious for a large number of images and even not feasible if many curved surfaces and small
geometric details exist. Due to the "ill-posed" nature of the problem, some constraints in the form of information about the
scene, or at least strong geometric camera configuration, is required.
2.3. Image-Based Rendering
IBR is a popular and effective way of viewing virtual environments created from 2D images2,21,22. The environment is
displayed as spherical or cylindrical panoramas built from a sequence of images taken by a digital camera mounted on a
tripod or handheld23. Errors in composing the panoramas due to errors in intrinsic camera parameters, mainly the focal length
and radial lens distortion, have been analyzed24. It has been found that solving for the focal length simultaneously with
creating the panoramas can reduce the effect of error in the focal length on the length of the panorama. In most literature,

however, the evaluation is based on “visual quality” rather than any quantitative measure. Currently, this approach is not
included in our experimentation, however it will be covered in the near future.
2.4. Combining Different Methods
Using multiple sensors and fusing their data generally reduces the error produced by each sensor individually, and improves
the chances of detecting large errors such as speckle noise and holes. Also, since no one type of sensor is suitable for all
environments and objects, the optimum design may in fact require various 3D and 2D imaging technologies to capture all
details6. A range sensor may capture some of the 3D data, resulting in dense ordered points for sculptured surfaces.
Overlapping 2D images and photogrammetry can be used to create the remainder of the points, a sparse set of unorganized
points appropriate for planner surfaces. Image-based rendering may then be applied to surfaces at a large distance or those
with which the user is not interacting, such as the openings through doors and windows25. Even with the sensor combinations,
small parts of the environment will remain not captured due to shape complexity and occlusions. This means that we may
also need additional data such an existing CAD model or direct measurements to accurately fill those gaps. When we are
using all the different data sources for a large complex site a question remains, that is how can we effectively combine the
different types of data and the different modeling paradigms together?
2.5. Choosing the optimum approach
Given the required accuracy or error bounds and the noise level in the raw data, what are the optimum sensors,
configurations, and methods of computation needed in order to guarantee not to exceed the required error bounds and capture
all the details? The optimum choice of sensor configuration and method of computation is the one that minimizes the effect
of, or the least sensitive to, the data noise and systematic errors. Several studies of error behavior and analysis are available.
We will describe and make use of these studies and fill the gaps where necessary.
For triangulation-based methods, the camera configuration is a tradeoff between good geometry and coverage. Network
design, or camera configuration, for a photogrammetry-based method significantly affects the accuracy. An order of
magnitude of improvement is achieved with four highly convergent cameras over the case of two nearly parallel cameras 26,27.
Achieving an optimum configuration in an indoor environment where the objective is to model every surface in that
environment may be unrealizable or at least impractical. Other methods for 3D reconstruction from a sequence of 2D images,
such as structure from motion, have also been extensively analyzed28. For laser-scanning triangulation sensors, effect of
geometric configuration can also be analyzed in a similar fashion as in photogrammetry13. However, many other error sources
exist. For example speckle noise29 and edges or reflectance discontinuities13,14 may contribute much larger errors than those
due to geometric configuration. One should also consider the final representation of the model. For efficient display, it is
usually approximated by a mesh of triangles, thus becoming less accurate than the raw data or a CAD model.
Ease of use and automation is also an important factor, which is not emphasized when performance is evaluated in the
literature. For example, using a sequence of 2D images requires some manual intervention to generate 3D data. Although
efforts are being made to automate this process, expertise is required, not only in the processing of data but also at the
acquisition stage. On the other hand, laser scanners, when properly calibrated, directly and automatically generate 3D points.
The cost of the system components and speed of all operations, from acquisition to display, are important parameters of any
environment modeling system. Laser scanners that are capable of capturing large volume at high speed are usually the most
expensive of data acquisition devices, not only because they require costly components and careful design and assembly, but
also because they are not widespread commercially. Conversely, off-the-shelf video and digital still cameras are the least
expensive. If we consider the speed of generating the 3D coordinates, the comparison becomes less obvious. Laser scanners
may take longer to capture the data, but they output 3D coordinates of all scanned points directly. On the other hand, video
and digital cameras can acquire images fast, however, post-processing is still required to generate only a rather limited
number of 3D coordinates.
2.6. The environment modeling project at NRC
The goal of the environment-modeling project at the Visual Information Technology (VIT) group at NRC is a comprehensive
technology demonstration, evaluation, and transfer to industry for practical applications. One of the first tasks is to
experimentally test various data acquisition and modeling techniques for modeling of sites of various complexity and size.
All the parameters mentioned in the preceding sub-sections will be evaluated for each paradigm. The first results from this

project will be described in the following sections. We will initially consider only model-based techniques and will include
IBR in the future. Specifically, the various paradigms we are currently analyzing are summarized in figure 1. These are by no
means comprehensive, nevertheless they give an idea of the different ways one can accomplish the environment modeling
task. For instance, in the registration process, one may obtain the position and orientation of each image a priori from a
different instrument or positioning system (the external method) or from the 3D data itself. Not shown in the figure is that the
modeling procedure includes various algorithms for data integration, or view merging, to deal with the overlapped portions of
the data, along with polygon simplification30 to optimize the rendering procedure. Moreover, texture-mapping31 is not
included in this figure since it will not be dealt with in the tests presented in this paper.
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Figure 1: Possible model-based directions to create virtual environments, from data capture to rendering.

3. DATA CAPTURE
Two hardware set-ups were used for the experiments, the first is a multi-sensor data capture system and the second is a
longer-range laser range sensor. The design objective of the multi-sensor data capture system for our experimental analysis is
to acquire geometric and photometric data from relatively large environments and output registered 3D and 2D images. The
system must be flexible and easily configurable to the various test cases. The only restriction on mounting the sensors is that
each must have an unobstructed field of view. To satisfy the flexibility requirement, different types of sensor, mainly laser
scanners, analogue CCD cameras, and digital still color cameras are employed. Figure 2 shows this data collection mobile
platform with 12 analogue video CCD cameras, digital still camera with 1152x864 pixels resolution mounted on a pan-tilt
unit, and a range sensor, Biris32, capable of ranges up to about 3.2 m, mounted on another pan-tilt unit. An industrial PC with
a flat touch-screen-display controls all components. A longer-range sensor, the RAC mentioned in section 2.1, is also used in
the experiments (Figure 3). At present, this range sensor is mounted on its own tripod with its own computer hardware and
power supply. However, a more portable version is currently being developed and will replace the shorter-range sensor on the
platform. This new version of the RAC will cover ranges from 1.0 m up to about 10 m.

Range sensor
on pan-tilt unit
Digital color camera
on pan-tilt unit

Up to 12 CCD cameras
Industrial PC

Figure 2: The mobile data acquisition platform

Figure 3: The RAC
mounted on tripod
and a pan-tilt unit.

4. DATA PROCESSING, REGISTRATION, AND MODELING TOOLS
For the display, processing, manipulation of images, calibration, registration, and geometric modeling, several software tools
are employed. Some of the software is commercially available while the remainder is developed at our laboratory. The
various tools are briefly described here.
4.1. The Virtual Reality Builder (VRB) Software Tool
Before presenting the results of the experiments, it may be useful to describe the main software tool developed for this
purpose. It is a model creation tool that is written in C++ for the purpose of accurate calibration, registration, and 3D-point
generation. It can process data from all the sensors used for our experiments, mainly digital 2D images and range images
from Biris and the random access camera. It can perform precise calibration of all these sensors and interactively register
their data. It has feature extraction capabilities for targets, edges and corners as well as 3D surface segmentation. Stereo
matching and computation of 3D coordinates of points from overlapped 2D images is also automatically performed. Some
basic surface modeling of unorganized points and texture mapping using VRML are also possible. The program interfaces
with the bundle adjustment and more advanced geometric modeling and texture-mapping programs. Since many of the
operations required to extract the 3D model from the various types of data remain manual, the program is made to be user
friendly and includes many time saving features. Keeping track of all the images and their parameters, and all the extracted
2D and 3D points is handled automatically.
Interface
with
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CCD 2D images
Biris 3D images
RAC 3D images

Calibration
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Figure 4: The VRB software tool takes various sensor data and interfaces with bundle, modeling, and texture mapping tools.

4.2. Selected Registration Procedures and Tools
For the 3D data, two registration methods were used, the first is a photogrammetric method and the second is an instance of
the iterated closest point (ICP) method using PolyWorks software. For the registration between the texture-mapping images
and the 3D model, the VRB software described above is employed.
The photogrammetry-based registration approach was described in details in an earlier publication33 and is only summarized
here. The analogue CCD cameras within one cart position are mounted so that they produce a strip of images. These images
are pre-registered, i.e. their parameters relative to each other are known. On the other hand, relative location parameters of
images in different strips (different cart positions) are unknown. These parameters are computed from bundle adjustment,
using the known relative camera locations in each cart position as constraints. Additional constraints from the known
relationships between points, as determined from range sensor data, are utilized to strengthen the bundle solution.
The second method minimizes the registration errors of all views simultaneously by minimizing the distance between the
measured points of each view and the interpolated surfaces from all other views34. This approach is effective only if the
surface itself offers enough constraints or structural complexity and sufficient overlap must be present between pairs of view,
including first and last image.

4.3. Selected Geometric Modeling Approaches and Tools
Approaches for geometric modeling are of two types. They either take advantage of the existing structure of the data points
organized in image format, slices, or contours, or they operate directly on unorganized points. The methods can be further
subdivided based on whether they are volume-based or surface-based. Three methods were used in our tests. A volume-based
approach that uses either organized or unorganized points, a surface-based approach that uses organized points, and a surfacebased approach using unorganized points.
The first algorithm is a voxel-based mesh creation algorithm developed in our laboratory36. The marching-cubes algorithm35
is used to generate the triangles for each voxel. This approach has the following characteristic:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It uses a simple voxel data structure, which is very efficient in both space and time.
It is able to process 3D data in raster, profile and point cloud format.
It has a number of different ways of handling noisy and spurious 3D data points.
It can fill holes in the triangulation to close the mesh and create a true volumetric model.
It can report the accuracy of the triangular mesh relative to the original 3D data.
It can handle 3D data that has an associated intensity or color value.

The goal in mesh creation is usually to achieve specified mesh accuracy relative to the original data. Typically, this required
accuracy is in the range of 1/10 mm to 2 mm. Note that when we speak of modeling accuracy we are talking about the
faithfulness of the final triangulation relative to the 3D data. That is not the same as the accuracy of the original 3D data
relative to the true object geometry. The accuracy of the created mesh relative to the 3D data in a voxel-based approach
depends on the voxel size. It is possible to increase the mesh accuracy by simply reducing the voxel size. However, the voxel
size must be at least two to three times greater than the sampling density of the 3D data. For this reason, all voxel algorithms
by their nature tend to smooth the original data. This tends to blur small details, but also reduces noise.
The second approach is an iterative multi-resolution surface triangulation technique that computes coarse surface
triangulation from an initial high-resolution surface triangulation37. A sequential optimization process is implemented in
order to remove, in each iteration, the vertex minimizing the re-triangulation error. The aim of the sequential algorithm is thus
to remove the maximum number of vertices while keeping the triangulation error as low as possible. The equi-angularity of
surface triangulation is optimized in 3-D space throughout the sequential process. The algorithm also preserves triangulation
topology and orientation discontinuities on the surface. The processed surface triangulation should form a closed 3-D volume
to reduce registration errors but this condition is not mandatory. The software tool PolyWorks from Innovmetric Software
Inc., which applies this method, has been used for our tests.
The third approach is used mainly for unorganized 3D points38. The unorganized point approach does not make any prior
assumptions about the connectivity of points. This is usually the case with 3D points generated by a photogrammetric
technique. The software tool Wrap from Raindrop Geomagic Inc. implements this approach. The initial surface is a convex
hull guaranteed to be closed and manifold. However, it is usually the case that an editing is required to remove unwanted
filled sections of the model. This software tool provides an easy semi-automatic visual editing of the initial model to generate
the desired final surface.

5. TEST RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The test-site for studying the various approaches to environment modeling is located at the top floor of our labs. The site was
originally an open room covering the entire floor area before we divided it into the shape and dimensions shown in figure 5.
The dividing walls can be removed and repositioned to create a new site with different shape and dimensions when desired.
The site contains wood carving wall decorations, moldings, posters, highly textured wall papers, pipes, and surfaces with
various reflectance properties. All these items are easily removed or reconfigured, and new items can also be added for future
experiments. One of the sides is open to the rest of the floor, while the other sides have no openings such as doors or
windows. The underlying idea behind this first site design is to have basic geometric shapes with sufficient variations to test
the quality of data registration and dimensional accuracy and assess the problems and the amount of effort required with each
approach. Once this is tested, we can proceed with added complexities such as openings, doors, windows, columns, and
standing objects in the interior of the room, in addition to sub-divisions into multiple rooms.

The following tests were carried out:
•
•
•

Test A: Short-range sensor (Biris) with registration from a photogrammetric bundle adjustment and modeling by
automatic volume-based triangulation using in-house software.
Test B: Overlapped 2D images and photogrammetric bundle adjustment only, using in-house software, and modeling by
creating convex hull then visually editing it using Wrap software.
Test C: Medium-range sensor (the RAC) with registration by an ICP method and modeling by automatic surface-based
triangulation using PolyWorks software.
6.452m
4.724m
2.743m
8.382m

*Arrows show acquisition
directions
Figure 5: The test site.

5.1. Calibration accuracy
All the sensors used for the experiments were calibrated using targets mounted on stable structures and accurately measured
by theodolites (figure 6). The calibration accuracy for each sensor, which was checked by measuring known targets with the
sensors, is displayed in table 1.

(a)
Figure 6: Calibration structures (a) for ranges up to 2.5 m, and (b) for ranges up to 18 m

(b)

The calibration of the RAC was only partially correct. Even though
our calibration laboratory is 20 m in length, its width and height is
less than the coverage of the RAC, which has 40ox50o field of view.
This means that the areas near the edges of the 3D images produced
by the camera will be somewhat distorted since the calibration
targets did not cover those regions. For the Biris and the CCD
cameras, the calibration accuracy was within expectations.

Sensor
CCD cameras at 2.5 m
Biris at 2.5 m range
RAC at 18 m range

X
0.16
2.53
15.8

Y
0.27
3.69
23.7

Z
0.32
2.54
17.1

Table 1: Calibration accuracy

5.2. Registrations Accuracy
Using known, independently measured, distances between several features, across a significant number of images, checked
the registration accuracy. The root mean square of the differences between the known distances and the distance obtained by
each approach were:
•
•
•

Test A: Registered short-range sensor images (68 images): 16 mm (About 8 mm at the short section and 20 mm at the
wider section of the room. This could be due to the fact that the wider section is outside the calibrated range of the range
sensor.)
Test B: Photogrammetric bundle adjustment points (204 images): 6 mm
Test C: Registered medium-range sensor (RAC) images (20 images): 49 mm

Accuracy of bundle adjustment was not as high as reported in inspection applications, which can be one part in 25,000 to
100,000. Here we only achieved about one part in 2000. Many reasons contribute to this, but mainly pointing error (by
design, no well-defined targets or sharp edges were used), using standard analogue cameras (640x480 pixels) and frame
grabbers, small camera baselines, and non-convergent images. In addition, no control points were used anywhere. This
demonstrates that such a far from ideal configuration resulted in an error propagation from about 0.3 mm in a single position
(12 images) to 6 mm over the full 17 positions (204 images).
Since the test site has an open side, the ICP registration method did not originally give accurate results even though the
number of images was small. When several objects, such as room dividers, were added to fill the opening to ensure that there
will be an overlap between the first and last 3D image, the method worked better. Another factor affecting the accuracy of the
ICP registration is the fact that some walls have large planner surfaces without much 3D details.
5.3. Geometric Modeling
Figure 7 shows the results of the geometric modeling of the same site using three different types of data, each with a different
registration technique and a different modeling approach (tests A, B, and C described above). The figure is self-explanatory
and shows clearly the differences between each approach. Figures (a) and (b) show the overall shape of the site while (c)
show the level of detail on a close up portion. One can observe an error in the shape of the left wall (figure 7(a), test B) due to
lack of accurate points on the edge where the wall meets the ceiling. Also in Figure 7(b), test C, an inaccurate registration by
the ICP method could be noticed on the long and flat left wall.
5.4. Speed and Effort
The speed of creating the virtual environment and the level of effort and expertise required are better assessed by breaking
each test into separate components and evaluating each component individually. The components are data acquisition, 3D
coordinate computation, registration, and geometric modeling. The times do not include data acquisition for texture images or
texture mapping since these are more or less the same for all methods.
•

•

Test A: Data acquisition time was approximately 50 minutes, and was fully automatic once the sensors were set up on
the cart in such a way that the overlapped images cover the intended scene. Set up time took only a few minutes since
this site had no visibility problems, an issue that will be analyzed in future tests. The 3D coordinate computation required
no additional time, but the registration required about 4.5 hours of interactive feature extraction and processing. The
geometric modeling was fully automatic and required about 5 minutes to complete.
Text B: Data acquisition was only 4 minutes, and was fully automatic but required set up similar to test A. The 3D
coordinate computation and the registration steps are combined in the bundle adjustment and required about 4 hours of

•

interactive feature extraction and processing. The geometric modeling was initially fully automatic and required a
fraction of a second, but required interactive visual editing which was easy to perform in about a minute.
Test C: Data acquisition was approximately one hour, and required more expertise to operate and set up the camera than
the other two tests. The 3D coordinate computation required no additional time, but the registration and geometric
modeling, required about 8 hours of interactive and iterative processing.

(a)

(b)

(c)

5925 triangles (low resolution) from short range sensor data

(a)

(b)

(c)

150 triangles from unorganized 3D points (photogrammetry only)

(a)

(b)

(c)

20,000 triangles (low resolution) from long range sensor data
Figure 7: The geometric model from 3 different paradigms. (a) front view, (b) top view, (c) one close up detail

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we addressed the problem of selecting the most suitable and efficient method for a given virtual environment
application. It is important to note that our objective is not to promote a particular approach but rather to compare and analyze
the various alternatives available. We based our analysis of the methods on specifically designed experiments in our
laboratory test site. Since this project is still a work in progress, the performance analysis of the various approaches is by no
means complete. For example, error numerical quantification of all methods, either by functions or look-up tables and curves,
is being prepared. The effect of texture on geometric models with varying accuracy and details is being evaluated. Also a

more automatic procedure for registering the texture from a 2D image on the geometric model produced by another sensor
needs to be developed to complete our set of tools. This process is currently carried out manually for each texture image since
no information on the position of the 2D sensor is usually available. In spite of all the work that remains to be done, several
design considerations have already emerged from the completed experiments:
•

•

•

Considering only the environment shape as a whole, the photogrammetry approach provided the highest geometric
accuracy at the lowest cost. However, the model generated from the unorganized points required interactive editing to
remove a large number of unwanted triangles. Also several iterations between extracting 3D points and modeling were
required, mainly to add new points to define surface intersection lines and points. Without points in the appropriate
locations, a corner for example will be modeled incorrectly as a single plane rather than the intersection of three planes.
A lack of points at somewhat complex surfaces will also result in many geometric details being approximated by planes
when modeled (see figure 7c). This is usually overcome to a degree by texture mapping, however several tests remain to
be carried out to actually verify the effectiveness of the texture mapping approach.
For 3D images produced by a range sensor, a registration method from a positioning device or a source other than the 3D
data itself may be required to register the data in most environments. Unless there is an overlap between the first and last
3D image, methods such as ICP will not be sufficiently accurate. Having this overlap is not a problem for objects,
however, for sites there may be large openings that make this difficult to accomplish. Planer surfaces, particularly if they
are large, will also cause registration problems using only data-based methods.
Triangulation-based range sensors which can provide images of large volumes at more than 10 m range are not easy to
calibrate. Since we are using a model-based calibration procedure, targets with known positions covering the full
scanning volume are needed. This can become unmanageable and cumbersome and is often not readily available.
Therefore, a more practical calibration procedure for these sensors, based on the use of planes in the scene rather than
measured targets, is now being developed at our laboratory.
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